
The City “started somewhere” by creating a register of all computerized asset systems in use, including all in-house and 
purchased enterprise asset systems. At that time, no municipality in Canada had yet developed asset investment to the 
state of having a well-defined, integrated or corporate-wide process. 

Nor was Calgary looking at the full life cycle of assets to determine best choices in terms of spending capital dollars. 
Asset managers lacked the tools needed for a full picture of the municipality’s infrastructure. The project specialist for 
the City of Calgary says, “There was a gap in the Corporation’s ability to enable capital planning and strategic asset 
investment management.”

Challenge: More Effective Asset Investment Optimization 

In order to improve their asset investment optimization,the City issued a formal Request for Proposal for the purchase 
of a capital planning system that could enable long-range lifecycle costing and capital planning. PowerPlan’s Asset 
Investment Optimization Suite was selected because it aligned with priorities identified by the City Council and the Asset 
Management Champion Working Group:
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“ “ The journey of asset optimization is an ongoing 

evolution – you have to always be building and 

growing. Whether or not data is ready, you 

have to start somewhere.

– Project Specialist for the City of Calgary 



 •  Ensure safe, reliable public infrastructure and 
mitigate the infrastructure gap

 •  Improve the quality of the City’s asset information
 •  Expand the lifecycle cost-analysis and other 

decision tools to support all asset investment 
decisions

 •  Develop lifecycle cost-analysis evaluations for a 
variety of assets and business units.

Solution: PowerPlan’s Asset Investment 
Optimization Suite

After their proposal was approved, the City embarked 
on a year-long pilot of PowerPlan’s Asset Investment 
Optimization Suite, which helps municipalities drive 
service level, criticality and risk exposure for each and 
any asset. Its ability to access and integrate with source 
systems and produce long-range plans gives cities a 
system for holistic asset optimization. 

At the end of the pilot, there was unanimous agreement 
among participating departments that “the system is 
value-added and fills a gap in the Corporation’s ability to 
enable capital planning and strategic asset investment,” 
per a report by the City’s Asset Management Advisory 
Committee.

PowerPlan’s Asset Investment Optimization Suite was 
implemented as a result, beginning with four business 
units – Corporate Asset Management, Corporate 
Properties, Fire, and Roads– and charged with the 
following goals:

 •  Enable business units to strategically plan and 
justify long-term budgets required to manage their 
assets

 •  Evaluate various asset optimization strategies
 •  Detail the cost of these units’ infrastructure gaps
 •  Develop strategic plans to mitigate these gaps.  

Nine Years Later…

Asset optimization as a practice has come a long way, 
and so has the City of Calgary’s ability to leverage that 
practice strategically.

To date, the City has rolled out PowerPlan’s Asset 
Investment Optimization Suite to 13 business units, each 

of which approaches its work differently. By working with 
individual asset managers to fit PowerPlan to each unit, 
the asset management team tailors an approach that 
depends on each unit’s asset investment maturity level. 

Results of the Engagement

•   Quantifying and addressing the funding gap 
PowerPlan’s solution established a consistent asset 
optimization methodology across business units, which 
enabled the City to understand required maintenance, 
prioritize how resources are spent, and strategically 
allocate funds throughout the City’s departments. 

•  Cross-functional communication across silos 
The City’s use of a common tool has significantly 
helped the business units become aware of each 
other’s activities. In addition, the City is able to 
optimize its asset portfolio across the various 
departments.

•  Implementation of common standards 
While asset optimization maturity varies among 
business units, implementing PowerPlan has provided 
a tool for instituting common standards. The city’s 
project specialist says these standards have resulted 
over time through natural maturing, “but also through 
having a tool that enables maturing.” 

•  Support for funding requests 
With closer asset optimization and investment 
planning, departments can demonstrate how assets 
are deteriorating and make a defendable case for 
funding. That data allows them to continue the capital 
needs conversation at the management level.  
 



The asset manager for the city’s fire department says 
that with PowerPlan, in a single day she can prepare 
a report for city council meetings that persuasively 
supports the department’s argument for funding.  The 
easy-to-read overview shows in one page all asset 
lifecycle data to demonstrate what’s most urgently 
needed. 

•  Elevation of best practices 
Business units can now more easily share and 
build on each other’s successes. Rather than each 
working in their own silos, trying to invent their own 
best practices, asset managers rely on the tool to 
collectively elevate common best practices across 
departments – driving value for the City as a whole. 

•  Movement toward a service delivery model 
More consistent data collection is enabling the project  
team to measure and define the criticality of assets. 
It is also enabling a better understanding of how each 
contributes to maximizing service delivery to Calgary’s 
citizens. 

•  Reduced workload for asset managers 
Some early adopters say the program has cut their 
workload by months, freeing up time for them to be 
out in the field supervising contractors and doing 
inspections.  
 
Case in point is the building and facility lead for the 
City, who uses the AIP solution to track, in a central 
location, real-time asset data around projects, POs, 
invoices, spend rates, performance standings, dollar 
spend and more.  
 
The building and facility lead, who manages around 
30 projects a year ranging in value from $100,000 to 
$1.5 million, notes PowerPlan’s ability to tailor the tool 
to the City’s project management framework, which 
saves him more time. Previously, they spent hours 
flipping back and forth between multiple spreadsheets, 
but he runs these reports in PowerPlan now within  
10 minutes.

•  Continued evolution of asset optimization  
best practices 
PowerPlan Asset Investment Optimization experts 
work onsite with the City of Calgary, and with 
them at the table, asset managers can better see 
different ways the solution can help with their specific 
problems, even in cases where their business 
processes are not yet firm. Recently, their asset 
managers used PowerPlan to measure risk and assign 
a risk score to an asset, setting the stage in the 
next couple years for connecting asset data with risk 
scores. 

With PowerPlan’s Asset Investment Optimization 
solution, asset managers have the tools they need to 
support more strategic decision making across business 
units as they work toward holistic asset investment 
management. The City of Calgary understands that 
building a mature asset optimization framework is a 
long-term process, but they are continually evolving 
toward sustainable financial planning with PowerPlan.

“ “Once we integrate asset managers’ data 

and build their basic model in PowerPlan, 

all our big adopters come back for 

enhancement projects, saying, ‘Now that 

we’ve seen it, we want more.’

– Project Specialist, City of Calgary



For More Information 

To learn how PowerPlan solutions can help your municipality minimize asset investment 
silos, develop organization-wide best practices, and reduce workloads, contact your sales 
representative today at +1 678.223.2800 or visit www.powerplan.com.
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